THE COVER—It’s early morning in Florida. And Harold Brown of Southeastern Helicopter Service, Fort Pierce, prepares to attack hydrilla by taking on premixed chemical from a nurse truck.

MORE PLAY, BETTER MANAGEMENT at Baltimore’s Sparrows Point Country Club. With gas supplies down and golfing pressure up a modern golf course superintendent cannot afford turf disorders. Alex Watson, club superintendent, is an excellent example of the efficient manager

BONDS and BONDING: A highly informative article on the not-so-complex world of surety bonds. John J. Curtin, Jr., explains the ground rules in this fascinating field of finance

ARE YOUR TREES STARVING TO DEATH?—Dr. Harold Davidson, of Michigan State’s Department of Horticulture, describes several problems turf men encounter with trees. His report also includes a review of the latest remedies

HERBICIDES FOR COMMERCIAL SOD: How do they influence the crop? Weed control is a constant problem for sod growers and herbicides a must. A recent study reveals interesting effects of herbicides on sod rooting

NEMATODE CONTROL: Wise Insurance — Year-round play on a municipal golf course in Florida doesn’t leave much time for nematode control. What is the answer? John Weseloh explores the role of the custom applicator in golf course nematode control

DAWN ATTACK ... ON HYDRILLA: WTT cover story. Aquatic weed control specialists continue the battle against one of Florida’s waterways most prolific stranglers
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